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Abst ract - -Let  E be a uniformly smooth Banach space and T : E --* 2 E be a (not necessarily con- 
tinuous) multivalued ¢-hemicontractive mapping. This paper proves that, under suitable conditions, 
the multivalued Ishikawa iterative sequence with errors strongly converges to the unique fixed point 
of T. The related result deals with the strong convergence of the Ishikawa iterative sequence with 
errors to the unique solution of the equation f E Tx when T : E --* 2 E is multivalued C-strongly ac- 
cretive. These results generalize the results of the author [1], Ding [2,3], Osilike [4,5], Zhou [6,7], and 
Chidume [8,9] into more general multivalued ¢-hemicontractive operators without the continuous 
assumption on operators T. © 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords - -Un i fo rmly  smooth Banach spaces, Convergence, (not necessarily continuous) Multi- 
valued ¢-hemicontractive, Multivalued Ishikawa iteration process with errors. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let E be a real Banach space. Let J denote the normalized dual i ty mapping from E to 2 E° 
defined by 
g(x)  = {f* E E* :  (x , f * )  = IIx[I 2 and [[f*[[ = Hxll}, 
where E* denotes the dual  space of E and (., .) denotes the general ized ual i ty  pair ing. It  is 
well known that  if E is uniformly smooth,  then J is single-valued and is uniformly continuous on 
bounded subsets of E.  We shall denote the single-valued ual i ty  map by j .  
Let T : E ~ 2 E be a mult ivalued mapping. Then T is said to be mul t iva lued  s t rong ly  
pseudoeont raet ive  (see, for example, [10, p. 95]) if there exists a constant 0 < k < 1 such that  
for any x, y E E and for any 4 E Tx,  ~? E Ty,  there exists a j ( x  - y) E J (x  - y) such that  
(4  - ~ , j (x  - y ) )  < IIx - y l l  ~ - k l l x  - yl I  ~. 
A mapping T is called a mul t lva lued  ¢-hemicontract ive operator  [5] if F(T)  = {x E D(T)  : 
x E Tx}  # O, and there exists a str ict ly increasing function ¢ : [0, +oc)  --* [0, +oc)  with ¢(0) = 0 
such that  for any 4 E Tx ,  77 E Tp, there exists a j ( x  - p) E J (x  - p) such that  
(4 - 71,j(x - p)) < Ilx - pll 2 - ¢(l lx - pll)llx - piI. (1) 
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A mapping T is called a multivalued C-strongly accretive operator [5] if there exists a strictly 
increasing function ¢ : [0, +co) --. [0, +co) with ¢(0) = 0 such that for any ~ E Tx, 71 C Ty, there 
exists a j (x  - y) E J(x - y) such that 
(~ - ~h j (z  - y ) )  >_ ¢( l l x  - yl l ) I ]x  - y][. (2)  
It is obvious that the definition of multivalued ¢-hemicontractive operator  largely extends 
the classes of the single-valued ¢-hemicontractive operator. 
Note that every C-strongly pseudocontractive operator T with a nonempty fixed point set F(T) 
is ¢-hemicontractive. Clearly, every strongly pseudocontractive operator is C-strongly pseudo- 
contractive. Let ¢(s) = ks, k E (0, 1), then a C-strongly pseudocontractive operator is also a 
strong pseudocontraction. 
Recall that the multivalued Ishikawa iteration process with errors was defined by Ding [3] as 
follows. 
Let E be a real Banach space and T be a multivalued mapping of E into itself. The multi- 
valued Ishikawa iteration sequence {x~}n¢~_ 1 in E is defined by 
Xl E E, 
Xn+l =(1--O~n)Znq-O~n~In q-Un, 3un ETyn, nEN,  (3) 
y~=(1-gn)xn+13n~n+vn,  3~nETxn,  neN,  
where {an}~=l and {15n}~=1 are two sequences of real numbers in [0, 1], and {un}n~=l, {vn}~=l 
are two sequences in E satisfying certain conditions. 
It is clear that the multivalued Ishikawa iteration process (with errors) is a generalized case 
of the single-valued Ishikawa iteration process (with errors) (see [1, p. 14]), which is itself a 
generalization of the single-valued Mann iteration process (with errors). 
The theory of single-valued accretive and single-valued pseudocontractive mappings and the 
Ishikawa iteration processes (with errors) have been studied extensively by many authors for 
approximating the fixed points of some nonlinear mappings and for approximating solutions of 
some nonlinear operator equations in uniformly smooth Banach spaces (see, for example, [1,2,4, 
6-9]). 
In 1995, Chidume [8] considered the Ishikawa type iteration process for the Lipschitz continuous 
and strongly pseudocontractive mappings in uniformly smooth Banach spaces. In 1996, Ding [2] 
showed that the single-valued Ishikawa iterative sequences with errors under suitable conditions 
could converge strongly to the unique fixed point of a continuous and single-valued strongly 
pseudocontractive operator T. Chidume [9] continued the study for some strongly hemicontrac- 
tive mappings which are not necessary continuous. Independently, Osilike [4] proved that the 
single-valued Mann and Ishikawa iteration methods could be used to approximate the fixed point 
of the Lipschitz continuous and single-valued C-strongly pseudocontractive mapping T : E ~ E, 
where E is a real q-uniformly smooth Banach space for all q > 1. In 1998, the author [1] ex- 
tended [2,4,8] and proved that the single-valued Ishikawa iterative sequence with errors converges 
strongly to the unique fixed point of a continuous and single-valued ¢-hemicontractive operator T
in any real uniformly smooth Banach space E. 
Very recently, Osilike [5] pointed out that the multivalued Mann iterative sequence converges 
strongly to the unique fixed point of multivalued ¢-hemicontractive operators with the real se- 
quence {O/n}n°°=l in [0, 1] satisfying limn--.o~ c~n = 0, ~-~n°°__l a n = OC. In the meantime, indepen- 
dently, Ding [3] proved that the multivalued Ishikawa iterative processes defined by (3) converges 
strongly to the unique fixed point of multivalued strongly pseudocontractive operator with certain 
conditions. 
It is our purpose in this paper to complement and extend Osilike [5] by first extending the 
mult ivalued Ishikawa iterative sequences with errors and further generalizing the multi- 
valued ¢-hemicontractive operators. Our theorem will include Ding [3] and Osilike [5] as 
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special cases. Then, as a consequence of our theorem, we shall prove, in uniformly smooth 
Banach spaces E and without the Lipschitz assumption (even not necessarily continuous) and 
any geometric restrictions on the iteration parameters whatever, both the multivalued Mann 
and Ishikawa iteration scheme converge strongly to the unique fixed point x*, for any arbitrary 
initial point xl • K. No continuity assumption is necessary for the convergences. Consequently, 
under our setting, our theorems provide a satisfactory solution to the problem of iteratively 
approximating to the unique solution of the operator equation f • Tx, for any given f • E, 
where T : E --* 2 ~ is mult iva lued C-strongly accretive. Our theorems generalize all of the 
recent results [1-9]. 
2. PREL IMINARIES  
In the following, we shall also need the following results. 
LEMMA 1. (See [10, Lemma 1, p. 97].) Let E be a uniformly smooth Banach space and J be a 
normality duality mapping. Then for any given x, y • E, the following inequality holds: 
[Ix + y[[2 _< I[zl[2 + 2(y, j (z  + y)), for all j (x  + y) • J (x + y). (4) 
LEMMA 2. Let E be a Banach space and T : E --* 2 E be a multivalued C-strongly accretive 
mapping, where ¢ : [0, +co) --~ [0, +co) is a strictly increasing function with ¢(0) = O. For any 
given f • E, define a mapping S : E --* 2 E by Sx = f - Tx  + x. Then for any given x, y • E 
and for any given ~ • Sx, 77 • Sy, there exists a j (x  - y) • J(x - y), such that 
4~ - ~ , j (x  - y))  ~ I I x  - y l l  2 - ¢ ( l i x  - yii)Hx - yll. (~) 
PROOF. For any given ~ E Sx, 77 E Sy, there exists 7 E Tx, ~ E Ty, such that 
~=f-~+x,  7?=f -~+y.  (6) 
Since T is C-strongly accretive, for any given ~ C Tx, ~ E Ty, from the definition of C-strongly 
accretive, there exists a j (x  - y) E J (x - y), such that 
(7 -~, j (x  - y)) > ¢([Ix - YlI)I[x - YlI. 
From (6), hence, for all j (x  - y) • J (x - y), 
(~-  v , j (x -  y)) = ((f  -~  + x) - ( f -V+ Y) , J (x-  y)) 
= (x -  y , j (x -  y)) - (7 -  V,J( x -  Y)) <- [[ x -  Yll 2 - ¢(i[ x -  Yi[)l lx- Yl[. | 
3. MAIN  RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. Let E be a tea/uniformly smooth Banach space, and T : E -* 2 E (may not contin- 
uous) be a multivalued ¢-hemicontractive operator with bounded range. Then for any xl E E, 
the Ishikawa iterative sequence with errors {xn}~=l in E defined by (3), where {u,~}~=l , {vn}~=l 
OL oo  are two sequences in E and { n}n=l, {f~,~}n°°=l are two real sequences in [0, 1] satisfying 
oo  
lim /~n = O, lim an = O, ~ an = +co; 
?'~'-'~ O0 n - -~O0 
IlUn[[ = o(an) ,  lim Ilvnl[ = O, 
~ --* 00  
converges trongly to the unique fixed point ofT.  
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PROOF. Since T is a ¢-hemicontractive, then the fixed point set F(T)  of T is nonempty. Let 
p E F (T ) ,  i.e., p E Tp. We will show that  p is the unique fixed point of T. Suppose there exists 
q E F (T )  such that  q 7~ p. That  is, l ip -  qlI > 0. Then ¢([]P-qI]) > 0 since ¢ is strictly increasing 
with ¢(0) = 0. Hence, 
¢(llp - qll)llp - qll > 0. (T) 
From (1), there exists a j (p  - q) E J (p - q), such that for { = p E Tp, r] = q E Tq, 
liP - q]l 2 = (~ - rhj(P - q)) <_ lip - qll 2 - ¢(llp - ql[)llp - qll, 
i.e., ¢(IIP - ql[)llp - qll -< o, contradicting (7). Thus, p is the unique fixed point of T. 
Since Ilunll = O(O~n), then there exists a real sequence {Cn}n~=l in [0, oc) such that  Ilu,~ll = CnO~n 
and limn--.~ Cn = 0. From limn--.oo c~ = 0, there exists a natural  number Nc, for all n _> No, 
n E N, such that  0 < an _< 1. Denote do = max{c l , c2 , . . . , cg¢ , l} .  Then for all n E N, 
0 <_ cn _< do < c~. Hence, I]u,~lI = C~an _< o~ndo for all n E N. 
(X) (X3 
Let {x,~},~=l,{yn}n= 1 be the multivalued Ishikawa iterative sequences with errors defined 
by (3). Since T has bounded range, we set 
dl = suP{ l l ( - r i l l  : x, y E E, ( E rx ,  r] E Ty} .  
Obviously dl < +ec.  Next we will prove that  
Vn E N, IlXn - PI[ -< dl + IIxl - pl[ + do. 
In fact, for n = 1, the above inequality is clearly right. 
Assume the inequality is true for n = k. Then for n = k + 1, there exists r]k E Tyk, 
Ilxk+l - pll = I1(1 - c~k) xk + c~kr~k + Uk -- Pll 
= I1(1 - ~)  (xk - p) + O~k (r]k - p)  + ukll 
< (1 - -ak) I lxk -P l [  +C~k [[r]k --Pll + Ilukll 
< (1 - c~k) [dl + I lxl - Pll + do] + o~kdl .-I- O~kdo 
= dl  + (1 - ~k)  IIxl - Pll + do 
_< d~ + Ilxl - Pll + d0, 
From the above discussion, we can conclude that  the sequence {llx~ -p[I}~_-i  is bounded. Let 
M1 = dl + IlXl - Pll + do. 
I t  is obvious that  IIx~ -p l l  -</'~fl < n t-CX:) for all n E N. Since 
Ilxn - Y~II = I1~ (x~ - ~)  - v~l I ___ ~ IIx~ - ~11 + IIv~ll 
< ~,~ [llxn - Pll + I1~- - PlI] + IIv, II < ~ (M1 + dx) + IIv,~ll , O, as n ~ ~,  
then {llx~ -Y,dl}~%l is bounded. Since Ilyn -p l l  <-IIx~ -P l l  + IIx, -Ynl l ,  then {IlY~ - Pll}~=x is 
also bounded. Suppose 
d~ = sup {llx~ - pll : n E N}, d3 = sup {lly~ - pll : n E N}. 
Denote M = M1 + d2 + da. Obviously M < +oc. 
For each n E N, from Lemma 1, there exists (,~ E Txn such that  for all j (Yn - p) E J(Yn - P), 
IlY~ -P l l  2 = I1(1 - ¢~) x~ + ¢~ +v~ -P l l  2 
< 
< 
]1(1 - Dn) (xn - p) + Dn (Sn - p) + vnll 2 
I1(1 - ~n) (xn  -p ) l l  2 + 2 (Dn(5 - p) + v ,~, j  (y,~ - p) )  
(1 - f~n) 2 IIxn - pII 2 + 2f~n (~ - p, j  (Yn -- P)) "4- 2 (Vn,j (Yn -- P)) 
]lXn --pil 2 + 2M213n + 2M Iivni]. 
(8) 
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Thus from (8) and Lemma 2, there exists ~ • Txn,  ~ln • Tyn  such that  for all j ( xn+l  - p) • 
J ( z~+l  - p ) ,  
[Ix.+x - pll 2 = II(1 - an)  Xn ~- anVn "~ Un -- plI 2 
<- [I (1 - a . )  (x .  - p)H 2 + 2 (an (~/. - p) + un, j (x .+ l  - p)) 
= (1 - an) 2 [[xn - p[[2 + 2 (un , j  (Xn+l - -  p ) )  q-  2an (Tin -- p, j  (Zn+l - -  p)) 
---- (1 - an)  2 IIXn - pll 2 + 2 (un, j (Xn+ 1 - -  p)) 
+ 2a .  QI. - p, j  (Xn+l -- p) -- j (y .  -- p)} + 20en (?~n -- P,J  (Yn -- P)) 
<__ (1 -- a . )  2 ][Xn -- pl[ 2 + 2Me,~an + 2anen (9) 
+ 2a,,  lilY- - ;11 ~ - ¢ ( l ly.  - v i i ) I [y.  - ;11] 
_< (1 - an) 2 [ix. - pi[2 + 2Mcnan + 2enan + 2a .  [llxn - pi[2 + 2M2/3n + 2M Ilv~ll] 
- 2a .¢  (l lVn - p i l )  IIvn - pi[ 
2 2 < [iTn _ p[[2 _~_ M a,~ + 2Mcnan + 2enO:n -Jr- [4M2Zn "~ aM [IVn[[] a n 
-- 2an¢ (llYn --P[[)NYn --P[[, 
where en = (V. - p, j (xn+l  - p) - j (y .  - p)). Denote 
An = M2an + 2Mcn + 2en + 4M2fln + 4M Ilvn [l' 
Now we prove that  limn--.oo en ---- 0 ,  and hence, limn--.o~ An = 0. Indeed, since E is uniformly 
smooth,  J is uniformly continuous on bounded sets of E. Observe that  
(Xn+l - p) - (Yn  - P) = Xn+l  - Yn = ~nXn - anXn + anon  - ~n~n + Un - vn,  
then 
I I (Xn+l  -- P) -- (Yn -- P)ll : ] [~nXn -- anXn -~" anon -- [~n~n + Un -- Ynl l  
= Nl3n (Xn - p )  - C~n (x .  - p)  + an  (~n - P) - ~3n (~,~ - p )  + u .  - 'Vn l [  
< (a .  +/~n)  2M + IlUr, II + llv,~LI ~ o, as n ~ oo.  
Since the sequences {xn -p}nCC=l, {Yn -P}n°¢=l, and {Tyn -p}n°~=l are all bounded sets, it follows 
that  
NJ (Xn+l - p) - j (y .  - P)I[ ~ 0, as n ~ e¢, 
and hence, 
en = (~?n - p , j  (x .+ l  - p) - j (y .  - p)) - ~ 0, asn~oc .  
Therefore, limn-.oo An = 0, Then the inequality (9) can be written as 
IIXn+a - Pll 2 < []x~ - pi] 2 + A~a~ - 2ant  (I[Yn - PI[)[[Yn -- Pl[ (10) 
= I ix .  - piI 2 - an¢  (a  I iv-  - pDL) l iv .  - piI + an  JAn - ¢ (HV- - P l l )NUn - P i l l .  (11)  
Next we will prove that  
Assume 
in f{ l lyn -p l l :n  • N} = O. 
inf {llY~ - P[l : n e N} = 6 > 0 
for some real number 6 > 0. That  is, for all n E N, IlY~ - PN >- 6 > 0. 
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From limn--.~ An = 0, there exists a natural number N1 E N, such that for al l  n _> N1, n E N, 
~ - ¢(5)6 < 0. Then from (11), we obtain that 
I Ix~+~ - pll 2 ~< Ilxn - pll 2 - ~n¢(~)~,  
Then 
oo  oo  
- -  Z [llxo - < 
n=N 1 n=N 1 
contradicting the condition oo )--~n=i an = o0. Thus inf{llyn - Pll : n e N} = 0. 
Then from the well-known Weiers t rass -Bo lzano  Theorem,  there exists a subsequence 
{]lYnj - P[[}~=l of the sequence {llYn - Pll}~=i such that limj--.oo IlYnj - Pll = 0. Combined 
with limj~c¢ I[Yn~ -xn j  ]1 = 0, we know that limj--.oo Ilxn~ -Pl] = 0. Let ¢ > 0 be arbitrary. Then 
limj--.oo ]lxnj - Pll = 0 implies that there exists a positive integer j0 such that I]xnj - Pl] < e, 
V j  >_jo. 
Moreover, 
lim an = O, lira /3n = O, l im Ilu,,ll = o, l ira Ilvnll = o, l im A,~ = 0 
n -....* O0 n -.-¢ oo  ~'t -....~ oo  ~'t -..-* oo  n -...~ oo  
implies that  there exists a positive integer No such that 
¢ C C 
0 ___ C~n < 16"--M' 0 </3n < 16---M' 0 < I]unll < ~, 0 < IlVnll < -~, 
and 
0_< An < ¢(2)¢ ,  Vn k No. 
Recall that  Ilxnj - Pll < c, Vj  _> jo from the above statement. 
We shall prove by mathematical induction that 
(12)  
for all k E N, and all  j > jo such that nj >_ No. 
For k = 1, we prove that I[xnj+l -p]]  < ~. 
Suppose [Ix,b+1 -p[[  > ~. Then for all nj > N0, 
¢ ¢ 36 
Ilx~-Pll>-rl~"~÷~-PIl-%ll"~-%ll-II%ll>¢-l--d-~ 2M 8-  4 >0,  
hence, 
36 ¢ 2 ¢ ¢ 
4 1 - '~  M-8=2 >0" 
Therefore from (10), we obtain that 
¢~ -< If~°~+l - prl ~ 
-< H~n~ -- Pit: + ~ '~ - 2 .~ (IlY"~ -- Pfl)fl~n~ -- Pll 
¢ 
C 2 
is a contradiction. 
Assume the inequality (12) is true for some k > 1. Then we shall prove that [[xnj+k+l -PIt < 6. 
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Suppose that IIx~j+k+x - pH > ~. Then 
Ilxn +  - pll > IlxnJ+k+ 1 - Pll - c~nj+k II~#+k - x,j+kll -I[Unj+k[I 
e e 3e 
> e 16 ";2Mlvl . . . .  8 4 > O, 
hence, 
Therefore, 
3~ _6__~2 M E 
>4 1 8 2 >0.  
_< IIx  +k+, - pl l  
<-IIx-J+k - pl l  - -pll)Ilu. +  - pl l  
E 
is a contradiction. Thus lim,~__.~ Ilxn - pll = 0, completing the proof of Theorem 1. | 
REMARK 1. The above theorem is a significant generalization of the main result of [3, Theo- 
rem 3.1], in the sense that the above theorem extends the main result of [3] from the class of 
locally strictly pseudocontractive to the more general class of ¢-hemicontractive maps. (It suffices 
to define ¢ : [0, +c~) ~ [0, +c~) in the above theorem by ¢(t) = kt for each t • [0, +c~).) | 
COROLLARY 1. Let E be a real uniformly smooth Banach space, and T : E --* 2 E (may not 
continuous) be a multivalued ¢-hemicontractive operator with bounded range. For any xl • E, 
X oo  the multivalued Mann iterative sequence with errors { n}n=l in E is defined by 
xn+l = (1 -  an) Zn + C~n~n + un, ~n E Tzn, 
U (3o where { n},~=l is the sequence in E and { OZn )n~ 1 is a real sequence in [0, 1] satisfying 
lim an = 0, 
n ---*C~ 
Z ~n : +CX:),  
U .  = 0 (O~. )  . 
oo  Then the multivalued Mann iterative sequence with errors {Xn}n=l converges trongly to the 
unique fixed point o fT .  
PROOF. It is obvious to assume Vn = 0 and ~n = 0, for all n E N from Theorem 1. | 
THEOREM 2. Let E be a real uniformly smooth Banach space and T : E ~ 2 E be a multivulued 
C-strongly accretive operator. For a given f E E, let p denote the unique solution of the equation 
f • Tx. Define the operator H : E ~ E by Hx = f + x - Tx, and suppose that the range of H 
oo  is bounded. For any Xl • E, let {Xn}n=x in E be the multivalued Ishikawa iterative process with 
errors defined by 
Xl E E, 
yn = (1--1~n)X~ q-l~,~n + Vn, 
3rM E Hyn, hEN,  
3~ e Hxn, n E N, 
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c~ oo  a oo  oo  where {un}n=l, {Vn}n=l axe two sequences in E, and { n}n=l, {13n}n=l axe two real sequences 
in [0, 1] satisfying 
lim ~3n = 0, lim an = 0, Z an = +oc; 
n--*OO n--+ OO 
n=l  
Hun[[ = o(an),  lim [[vn[[ = 0. 
n--+OO 
Then the sequence {xn}n°°=l converges trongly to the unique solution o f f  E Tx. 
PROOF. Observe that the range of the operator H is bounded and p is a fixed point of H. 
Furthermore, using Lemma 2, for any x, y E E and for all j (x  - y) c J (x - y), the operator H 
defined by Hx = f ÷ x - Tx  is also a multivalued ¢-hemicontractive operator, so that the rest of 
the argument now follows as in the proof of Theorem 1. | 
REMARK 2. Our condition on the error terms, [{unn = o(an) and limn--.oo [[vn[[ = 0 is weaker 
than the conditions ~-]n°°__l {{Un[] < +O0, lim~-~oo live[[ = 0 which has been imposed by various 
authors [1-9] as can be seen from a lemma from [11, p. 143, Lemma 1]. We present Lemma 1 
of [11] here for completion. | 
LEMMA 3. (See [11, Lemma 1, p. 143].) Let f ,g  : N --~ R + be sequences and suppose that 
Then 
gn < l ,  VnEN,  g(n)--+O, asn--*oo,  
oo  
n=l  
O0 
Z f (n )  < co ~ f = o(g) ,  as n --* oo. 
n----1 
The converse is false. | 
REMARK 3. Theorems 1 and 2 are significant generalizations of [1] in the following senses. 
(i) Theorems 1 and 2 generalize the single-valued ¢-hemicontractive mapping T of [1] to a 
multivalued ¢-hemicontractive mapping. 
(ii) The restrictions on the iteration parameters an,/3n in [1] are most undesirable. In our 
theorems, these parameters are not dependent on either the summable conditions or on 
the Reich function (see [12]). The conditions 
O0 
lim /~n = 0, lim an = 0, Z an = +oo 
7%-4+00 ~-- )  OO 
are much weaker than 
n=l  n=l  n=l  
of [11. | 
REMARK 4. Theorems 1 and 2 of this paper extend and generalize [2,3] in the following ways. 
(i) This paper extends the multivalued strongly pseudocontractive mappings T of [3, Theo- 
rems 2.1 and 2.2], which are generalizations of the single-valued strongly pseudocontractive 
mappings T of [2, Theorems 3.1 and 3.2], to the class of multivalued ¢-hemicontractive 
mappings. 
(ii) The condition [[u,~[[ = o(an) is weaker than ~-~,~--1 {[u,~[{ < +oe. 
(iii) It is not necessary to use the Reich inequality and function [12]. II 
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REMARK 5. Clearly, the class of q-uniformly smooth Banach spaces is a proper subclass of 
that of uniformly smooth ones. In this sense, Theorems 1 and 2 extend Theorems 1 and 2 
of [4] to the more general class of real uniformly smooth Banach spaces, and then from the 
single-valued Lipschitz ¢-hemicontractive mappings to the more general class of mul t iva lued 
C-strongly hemicontractive operators. Moreover, the restrictions of {an}~=l, {~,~}n~=l, and 
{un}n~=l are greatly weakened. 1 
REMARK 6. This paper not only extends [5] the Mann iterative sequence of the Theorem [5] 
to the multivalued Ishikawa i terat ive process with errors but also compliments the strong 
convergence of the Ishikawa iterative process with errors to the unique solution of the operator 
equation f E Tx when T : E ~ 2 E is multivalued e-strongly accretive. II 
REMARK 7. Theorems 1 and 2 extend [6-9] in its four aspects as follows. 
(i) The multivalued ¢-hemicontractive mapping much generalizes the single-valued strongly 
pseudocontractive. 
(ii) The  boundedness  of subset  K in E is not  necessary. 
(iii) If us  = v~ = 0, for all n E N, then  Theorem 2.1 of [7], Theorems 1 and 2 of [6], and  
Theorems 2 and 4 of [8] are special cases of our results. 
(iv) The  Lipschitz assumpt ion  of [8] can be dropped.  1 
REMARK 8. If Un = Vn = 0 for all n E N, and the boundedness  of subset  K is added,  then  
Theorem 3.3 of [13] is a special case of Theorem 1 as ¢(s) = ks,  k E (0, 1). 1 
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